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Siegel reopens next week; first 100 called back
The good news that approadmately 100 operators will be called
back to work at the Fulton (Ky).
plant of Henry 1. Siegel Company
next week was learned Wednesday.
The entire work force of the
numbering
plant,
Kentucky
around 300, will be back at work

is another mapti4 if the construction work continues at its present pace, Mansiger Jim Huffine
told The News.
A News representative visited
the Siegel factory Wednesday with
a camera to see just how much of
a report could be given our readers, and found that the work of
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replacing wood beams with steel
beams is moving right along after
a delayed start.
The 100 operators who will be
called back between June 15 and
20th will work on the ground and
second floors of the new buildng,
where concrete and steel work has
been completed. Huffine stated

that it will take anotner three to
four weeks to complete similar
work in the "old" half of the
building, and that when this work
is finished the balance of the entire work force will be called. He
stated that the firm expects to
call back all who were working
before e late-winter shutdown.
In t1 , meantime, Siegel has
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Dispute Over Whether To Rezone
Lot On Carr Brought Before Council

Fulton County School Board Members
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14,000-Mile South American Tour
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owners object to the move, while
the Church of Christ seeks it in
order to utilize the property for a
Three members of the Fulton County School Board tion taken in spite of warnings
full-width-of- property Church
from the State Board of Education
extension. After deliberating the appealed to the general public today in an attempt to
that they would intervene if the
decision, the Council tabled it until
solve the controversy still raging among the school controversy was not ended.
its next meeting.
In what was called a "harmony
In other busbsess, the City of board members concerning the appointment of a super- move." a majority of the members
Fulton:
intendent. James Shaw, Earl Taylor and A. B. Dement of the Fulton County board of edu— — Announced employment of placed their case before the public today in a signed cation Friday night proposed emHorace Stephens as new City
ployment of a school superintenpatrolman replacing Carmi Page, statement asking the public to prevail upon certain dent not identified with either
resigned;
board members to rid the-school system ef all figures faction in the school system.
The "minority" group of the
— — Voted to buy a new "fogg- involved in the four-year old controversy.
ing" machine for Fulton for fly
In an executive session of the as sunerintendent while the ma- board turned down the proposiand mosquito control and an- board following the public meet- joritv group sought to hire Slim- tion.
HAROLD WEST ;left) and BUDDY SWIFT cheek support alignment
County
Superintendent Beanl
nounced sale or Fulton's half-in- ing, attended by the press. those mers as assistant superintendent
of new beam. Old wood beams ware approximately 20 feet apart.:
Darnell's contract is expiring on
South
to
one
present
the
in
terest
of
charges
heard
alleged
attending
supernew
a
thereby
in
bringing
new steel beams, of equal streneth, will he half that distance apart.
Fulton, who now owns it outright; profiteering and counter-charges intendent to close the ranks of July 1, and the board last fall
Steelwork in the new building will be completed in another week
— — Announced plans for a big of alleged bribery hurled at key feuding patrons and school offici- elected Robert L. Summers, forand then work will begin on floors and beams in the old build/me.
mer principal of Fulton County
mosquito and fly eradication drive figures in the controversy.
als.
in the city and suburbs this year,
The "minority" group clung to
Last Friday night's meeting High School, superintendent for
to commence soon as the new ma- their plan to hire Bobby Summers ended in a statement with no ac- two years.
_
Summers, was called to the
chine is ready;
Friday night, and was
meeting
—
—
Moved to file suit against
asked if he would accept the posithose delinquent with payment on
tion of assistant superintendent
their street improvement accounts;
at the same salary he was offered
— — Voted a $250-per-month
as superintendent.
salary for City Attorney Rodney
Summers said he would not and
Miller, a reduction of $50 monthly
that he planned to take office July
under that paid his predecessor.
John D. Laida, pastor of the
1. He said he had been told by the
(The reduced pay scale has been First Baptist Church for the past
state board of education that his
in effect since January 1st).
will
14,000years,
a
seven
begin
Revenue Commissioner William
election was legal and said if the
The Mayor and all councilmen mile missionary tour of all counE. Scent reminded Fulton counboard tried to employ anyone else
were present with the exception of tries of South America on Monday
bans this week that a revenue
he would "take the entire board to
J. 0 Lewis.
of
week.
next
month-long
The
trip
2:00,
team would be at Fulton,
Continued On Page Floe
will be by air with Miami as the
Thursday, June 9, to explain the
starting
A
point.
14
of
group
other
new sales tax to retailers.
pastors from Kentucky and TennThe meeting will be held at City
essee will join Bro. Laida in
Hall.
By Shirley Hawks
Miami.
The sales tax goes into effect
Husbands have been neglected,
cities
Major
to be visited include
July 1. Income from the new tax
we been hurriedly pre-rrieabs
will -finance the veterans' bonus
Roy Etheridge was burned, but Kingsto, Jamaica; Barranquilla,
pared, children left with baby-sitand provide for increased services not seriously, on the face and arms Columbia, Maracaibo and Caracus
ters. and house cleaning left unHEAVV STEEL EYE BEAMS now replace the old wooden beams is and expanded facilties.
and his hair was singed when a in Venezuela; Port of Spain in
done, for the past few weeks while
the lienry I. Siegel building su the Kentuehi side of the TwinAtlielk
Scent said a better understand- tractor he had been driving ex- Trinidad; Belem, Recife, Belo
the Jaycettes worked whole-heartgiving proper support to the second and third floors. previously -de- ing of the new tax at the outset ploded on the Dewey Johnson Horizonte and Rio de Janeiro in
ly on the Tiny Tot Review. Last
clared unsafe.
would make it easier for retailers. farm off Highway 307 northeast Brazil;Montevideo, Uruguay; La
Thursday night they were well rePaz. Boliva; Buenos Aires, ArgenThere will be made available to of Fulton at 1 p. m. Tuesday.
warded when the event turned out
tina;
Peru;
Lima,
Guayaquil,
Ecuaattending
those
meeting
the
all
the
Mr.
Etheridge
was
to
planing
--jottings
to be such a success, and everyone
necessary forms and instructions rake up some hay. He pulled up to dor; Panama City and Mexico City.
was so well pleased. Lot of work
from
to be used in reporting and re- the gasoline tank to fill up the
This will be a combination miswent into this show, and I would
mitting the tax.
tractor. The vehicle was hot and sion and preaching tour with op•
like to take this opportunity to
Specific topics for discussion will exploded.
portunity to preach at mission
give the girls the credit they are
REV. JOHN LAIDA
The coaching vacancy at Fulton be: the sales tax permit and who
stations. Bro. Laida will make
due.
will
to
obtain
one,
one
receipts
hard
taxable
a
be
reservations.
High School may
many pictures and tape recordings ranged al Ithe
The show started with our Gennew
the
under
law,
Elkins
means of refill, according to James
of the activities and events of the
At he monthly meeting last Sun- eral Chairman, Dot Warren, who
Sun-Democrat sports editor. For porting the tax and the tax form
trip in order to make reports to the day afternoon, the deacons of the outlined the complete review down
the school is looking for someone to be used, the sales tax bracket
church and community. Brownell church presented their pastor with to the very last detail. She apto coach both sports—basketball and records the merchant will
Dr. Glynn Bushart had charge Tours, Inc. of Atlanta, Ga., has an: luggage for the trip.
pointed four directors composed of
The two-sport keep.
and football.
of the program at the regular RoDean Poston, Faye Young, Joane
reanswer
then
will
every
team
The
coaches are getting scarcer
tary Club luncheon meeting at the
Creason and Mary Lawson. They
day with all of the concentration tailers' questions.
Park Terrace Tuesday. He introdecided what was to be done, by
on one sport by most college
duced Mrs. M. C. Nall of Fulton as
whom, and when. These gals did
athletes.
and
the guest speaker.
John L Crawford, editor
such a complete job that the reCharlie
mentor
Departing
The visiting Rotarians were
publisher of the Corbin Daily
view went off without one single
Jerry Porter and Dennis McDaniel
Tribune can be called truly a Thomas, who is going to Tell City,
mistake. Obera Johnson, Virginia
newspaperman's newspaperman. hid.. as head football coach, did
of Clinton, Oscar Smith of PaduFour persons were fined and an- again, on another charge of as- Jones, and Zane Taylor had charge
sports,
both
in
job
outstanding
an
been
with
have
charged
is
writings
Nall
Mrs.
sault.
cah and Mr. Orenduff of Union other person forfeited her bond by
Many of his
of the contestants. They spent
The new officers of the Fulton- City.
widely reprinted and we think that probably one of the best efforts in
failng to appear in court, at a trial having kicked a Fulton policeman, many hours calling mothers asking
Proand
Business
Fulton
South
the
state.
held before South Fulton Mayor Archie Martin, who is a patient in them to enter their children and
the following column he wrote
While findng a two-sport coach fessional Women's Club were in- Scouts To Distribute
welcoming the Mid-Summer meetMilton Counce Saturday morning Fulton Hospital suffering from a receiving applications. They tried
ceremony
impressive
an
in
stalled
ing of the Kentucky Press Associ- may be a hard job, the netseenentor
at 10 at the South Fulton city blood clot in his left leg. The blood hard not to miss one family and
At
Seed
Jamboree
of the group
ation to his Cumberland Valley is will inherit the nucleus et a prom- at a dinner-meeting
hall, according to Chief of Police clot was caused when Martin was from the 136 entries. I would say
Smith's Cafe Tuesday evening.
kicked by Mrs Nall, when he went they didn't. Carolyn Needham,
• priceless bit of rhetoric and one ising football team and pretty good at
Elmer Mansfield.
to
go
the
Scouts
When
Boy
local
_Presiding at the service was Mrs.
that an editor will keep on his desk prospects in basketball.
the Scout Jamboree in Denver
The five persons were arrested to the rescue of the South Fulton who was publicity chairman, did
presiretiring
Poyner.
Josephine
squad
veteran
a
left
Thomas
and read over and over when the
next month, they will be carrying Friday night week after beating up policeman, James Adams, accord- an excellent job. Judy Welch,
that figures to be one of the top dent of the Mayfield club. _
going gets rough.
1,900 packages of Kentucky Blue a South Fulton policeman, James ing to Chief Mansfield.
Dorris Arnold, and Lela Tate had
Nelle
The new officers are: Mrs.
I think you'll enjoy reading it contenders for the small school
seed to be distributed among Adams. at Mae's Grill on East
Grass
Wayne Gravitte of Wing° was charge of the decorating of the
Mrs.
president,
reelected
Lowe,
Kentucky
Western
the
in
title
is:
as we did and here it
the Scouts from the various parts State line.
bound over to the action of the stage. These gals did a mighty fine
Ana Belle Edwards, vice-president,
Conference this fall.
of the country attending.
Saturday morning Miss Lucille Obion County Grand Jury on the job and came out with a very atRAVELINGS
Mrs. Kellena Durbin, reelected
On one side of the packs reads Harrison of Martin was fined a first Monday in September. He is tractive and clever setting. Kathrecording secretary, Mrs. Gladys
By John L. Crawford
"Kentucky Blue Grass, Ferry total of $49.50 on three counts, as- charged with assault He made his erine Thompson had charge of the
Simpson, corresponding secretary,
Morse Seed Co.. Fulton", while on sault, disturbing the peace, and bond, which was set at $500.
programs, and the P. A. system.
BIBLE THOUGHT
and Mrs. Mildred Freeman, treasthe other is "The Four River public drunkeness.
Ted Potts of Fulton, charged Ushers were Carolyn Needham
urer.
the
Again, I saw vanity under
Council."
and Lila Tate, and Zane Taylor
There were several visitors
Mrs. Ernestine Nall of Fulton with assault, disturbing the peace
sun.—Eccl. 4:7.
took charge of the record player,
public
not
could
and
drunkeness,
sponsored by present at the meeting Tuesday
Revue
Tot
Tiny
was fined the same amount on the
PRESENTS MUSICAL
Once again it is my privilege to
and curtains behind the stage. Pat
Jaycette offically opened the night.
same three counts. She was also pay his fine of $49.50 and remains
extend an offical welcome from
King and Patsy Butts, Virginia
in the South Fulton city jail.
a
presented
Tripp
Nelson
Mrs.
The next meeting will be a picMyrtle Festival last Thurse
Cress'
$250.00
until
bond
a
under
placed
the City of Corbin, and the TrMiss Mildred Williams of Fulton, Jones, and Charlene Silverthorne
day night at Carr Auditorium. The nic with each member bringing a musical program at the regular June 18, when she will be tried
county area, to the visiting brethRoute 1, who was charged an the had charge of the ticket sales, and
revue, which had 136 entries rang basket lunch. The time and place luncheon meeting of the Lions
ren of the Kentucky Press Associ- ing from 2 years old to eight, drew will be announced later.
same three counts, forfeited her Eva Newton selected the gifts for
Club Friday at the Park Terrace.
HOUSE DAMAGED BY FIRE
ation and their ladies. We're glad a big crowd and it is planned to
$49.50 bond by not appearing in the winners.
All of the Jaycettes worked so
you are coming to Cumberland make the revue an annual event
court Saturday.
Jones
a
to
belonging
house
A
Falls State Park for another of
In the fight at Mae's Grill, where hard on the Review and we cerhere.
fire
Water
at
caught
Valley
family
your summer meetings. We hope
tainly hope that the public was
at 2:30 Tuestlay afternoon and Policeman Adams was called to
Die ision One winners (ages 2
you have a pleasant and profitable
stop a disturbance, he suffered a well pleased so that we can if the
was
Department
Fire
Fulton
the
sojourn in these mountains, and go thru 4) were petite Beverly Ann
club so wishes make this an ancalled. Damage was confined to dislocated shoulder and bruises.
back to your desks and your shops Brown 3, daughter of Mr. and
nual affair. Next time you see a
room.
one
William
and
Brown
Gene
Mrs.
BEELERTON FACULTY
refreshed and inspired to do a
Jaycette on the street tell her you
9
from
held
be
will
Willow
class
This
at
classes
Swimming
son
two-year-old
Fortner,
Joseph
greater job for your communities
The faculty members for Beet- enjoyed it and you personally
MRS. GOODWIN DIES
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fortner. In Plunge swimmng pool will start a. m. to 10 a. in.
and your Commonwealth.
erton School next year are Mrs. would like for this to be annually.
Mayof
Goodwin
Hartwell
held
be
will
Mrs.
Class
Ladies
conThe
will
•••
this division the children made no Monday, June 13 and
We would also, like to express
Zuaneta Phelps, Miss Blanche
from 10 to 11 a. m. Members so field, the former Margaret Pirtle
The newspapermen of Ken- formal entrance, they were on the tinue through June 24.
Valley, died at the Ful- Baker and Mrs. Margaret F. our sincere thanks to all the merWater
Mrs.
Jr.,
Strong,
of
N.
H.
Mrs.
already
are
far
is
class
Beginners
The
made
playing
judges
stage
the
as
tucky serve faithfully and well the
chants who allowed posters to be
White.
filled up. Members of the class are Bobby Scates, Mrs. Charles Walk- ler-Gilliam Hospital in Mayfield
great C'ommonwealth of which their decision.
put in their store windows, to the
was
She
Wednesday.
m.
There
a.
Pucket.
1:05
at
Sonny
Mrs.
and
BarPhelps,.
er
Paul
Phelps,
Greg
8
Division
two (5 and year-olds)
OPENS JUNE 24
they are an integral part. They
papers who were so good giving us
at
Friday
be
will
Services
vacancies.
39.
several
are
ConRichard
The opening performance of the publicity, and to everyone else
guard zealously the priceless heri- winners were: Shelia Harrison, bara Connaughton,
Church.
Baptist
11
Oak
Pilot
Intermediate
from
Class
The
Judy
tage of freedom of speech and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas naughton, Stuart Voelpel,
outdoor specaele, "The Book of who helped.
12 noon is composed of Joyce
dignity of the indivdual. They are Harrison and Mike Hagan, son ot Olive, Rita Craven, Charles Whit- to
Job" will be at 8:30 p. m. Friday,
RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIP
Randall
Carol
Burcham,
Forehand,
Brann,
Donna
Burrow.
I3enita
nel,
Billy
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Hagan.
HORSE SHOW JUNE 23
the watchdogs of the treasuries of
of this June 24 at the Pine Mountain State
graduate
a
Wells,
Maridel
Carmen
and
Weeks,
Heathcott,
Beadles,
Betty
Brann,
Jimmy
8
The 7 and
year - old winners
seventh anual Horse Show
Park
The
city, county and state governKy.
amphitheatre,
Pineville,
year's Fulton High graduating
Alice Kay Johnson.
Performances will follow nightly of the Henderson County Saddle
ments. They encourage the honest were: Kathy Jo King, daughter of Charles Moss and four children,
scholpartial
a
received
has
elm,
some
The
openings.
There are
Meacham, Robert Burexcept Sunday through August Club will be held Saturday night,
and courageous officials and ex- Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe King, and Kathy Ann
Jim Flushcaskiee, Jr.. Intermediate Class is based on astic scholarship from Murray 20th.
June 25th at Henderson, Ky.
pose the occasional crooks that David Puckett, son of Mr. and row, Jr.,
College.
State
abilty not age.
Mariana Weeks.
Mrs. Sonny Puckett.
confirmed On Page Five
In one of its shortest meetings in
many months, the Fulton City
Council met Monday night, disposed of its business, listened to
several delegations on different
matters, and adjourned in an hour
and 20 minutes.
If the Council was not quite up
to its usual jovial mood, there was
no sign of friction or embarrassment over the recent May 20th
caucus, in which Mayor Tripp was
relieved of his supervisory activities for making unauthorized city
purchases.
Most important item of business
Monday night concerned a dispute
over whether or not to rezone the
lot next to the Church of Christ on
Carr Street as a "central business" zone. The rezoning from its
present status as a "residential"
area was recommended by the Fulton Planning and Zoning Board,
but referred to the Council for
final decision_ Adjacent property
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Man Burned As
Tractor Explodes
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Revenue Teari
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45c

over 280 at work in the South
Fulton plant, an increase of
around 85 in the last two months.
All of these will be retained in
the South Fulton plant when the
Kentucky building reopens, affording an all-time peak of "close
to 600" in both plants by midsummer "if we can find the workers", Huffine stated.

Swimming Classes Will Start At
Willow Plunge On Monday,June 13

Four Persons Fined, One Forfeits
Bond At Trial Saturday Morning

'OPEN DOOR POLICY

Go Home, Young Man
Ever since "juvenile delinquent"
became popular a few years ago as a
phrase to be applied to any youngster
engaged in mischievous pursuits, normal or otherwise, the cry has been for
more and more recreational facilities
as a means of "keeping youngsters off
the streets." The plea was echoed in
Augusta, as elsewhere, and for a while
"healthy recreation," as a panacea for
the emotional disturbances of youth
was more popular than politics as a
discussion topic.
There has never been a doubt in our
mind that "healthy recreation" was
not to be desired, or needed. But it
struck us at the time—and we said so
—that "work facilities" for youngsters would reduce "juvenile delinquency" far more effectively than
would recreational facilities. Now,
Judge Philip P. Gilliam, a nationally
known juvenile judge of Denver,
Colo., has made the point most eloquently. It is a brutally frank declaration, but one well worth the reading
by every parent and by every boy in
his teens. He said:
"Always we hear the plaintive cry
of the teenager: What can we do? . . .
Where can can we go? The answer is
GO HOME. Hang the storm windows,
paint the woodwork, rake the leaves,
mow the lawn, shovel the walk, wash
the car, learn to cook, scrub the floors,
repair the sink, built a boat, get a job,

STRICTLY BUSINESS
help the minister, priest or rabbi, the
Red Cross, the Salvation Army, visit
the sick, assist the poor, study your
lessons and then when you are
through—and not too tired—read a
book.
"Your parents do not owe you entertainment. Your city or village does
not owe you recreational facilities.
The world does not owe you a living . .
You owe the world something. You
owe it your time and energy and your
talents so that no one will be at war or
in poverty or sick and lonely again.
In plain, simple words: GROW UP;
quit being a cry baby. Get out okyour
dream world and develop a bacone,
not a wishbone, and start acting like
a man.
"You're supposed to be mature
• me of the responenough to accept F
sibility your parents have carried for
years. They have nursed, protected,
helped, appealed, begged. excused,
tolerated, and denied themselves
needed comforts so that you could
have every benefit. This they have
done gladly, for you are their dearest
treasure. But now you have no right
to expect them to bow to every whim
and fancy because selfish ego instead
of common sense dominates your personality, thinking and requests. In
Heaven's name, Grow Up and Go
Home.!"
—The August (Ga.) Chronicle.

Letters To Editor

Kentucky's Old Capitol is to be
open for visitors eight hours a day
every day in the year instead of
544 days a week as has been the Dear Editor:

by b4cFeatters

practice. According to Gov. Bert
TO ALL VOLUNTEERS:
Combs, who ordered it, the "open
door policy," already in effect at
It is with deepest regret that we
the New Capitol, "will give many inform you of the sudden passing
more people an opportunity to see of Ted R. Gamble, in San Franone of the state's

most

historic

As

cons

ditic
mar

awls

cisco, May lfith.

big

buildings and its priceless relics."
Many of you will remember Mr.
The building, seat of government Gamble as the National Chairman
from 1829 to 1910, now is occupied of the War Finance Committee in
by the Kentucky Historical Socie- Washington during World War II.
ty, its archieves
of state docuFuneral services were held for
ments and a museum.
him Saturday, May 21st, at Portland, Oregon. He is survived

The Fulton Ministerial Alliance
luncheon-meeting

at

1.1

for 1

whilst,
by

by

thre

his widow, Mrs. Myrtle Gamble
and their three children. They re-

MINISTERIAL ALLIANCE

had a

thre

the

side at 2720 S. W. Scholl' Ferry
Road, Portland, Oregon.

Park Terrace Friday.

The group
We would appreciate your passwill have a family picnic on June ing this information along to
any
13 at 5 p. m. at the City Park.
of our Volunteers that reside in
your area who might have known
Mr. Gamble.

Boone.
Judy is finishing high school in
Nashville this year and McKie,
also a singer like his famous brother, iind known professionally as
Nick Todd. was heading for New
York.

"Easy on the curves, Joe — there's a dame inside!"

Thank you so very much.
JOHN U. COURTNEY
w

State Director
for Kentucky
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never draw a gun," says Prof. Witham Schalb, Kenton bandmaster,
band at
the
who is organizing
South Fulton.

June 7, 1540

Miss Marie Ferguson was selected "Miss Fulton" in a beauty pagsponsored
by the Junior
Woman's Club at the Fulton Theatre Wednesday night. Miss Ferguson will attend the Shrine Con-

eant

Is Your Salesmanship As Good
As You Know How To Make It?
afford to waste this much time withASK THE AVERAGE store manager what he thinks about continuous
out doing anything constructive?
training programs for sales personnel
Does every sales clerk in your store
and he'll tell you: "That's for the big
live up to the best standards of courtcompanies. My store's too little for all
esy with every customer? Do all of
that fancy stuff." And ask him what
know how to dress and groom
them
he thinks about a little on-the-job
themselves
for pleasant appearance?
thinking for himself—and he'll either
Does each of them make a practice of
hit the roof, or horse-laugh you right
suggesting other things the customer
out to the street. But the odds are he'll
might need to go with the item just
be wrong!
purchased? Is each of them fully famHow many minutes of every hour
iliar with the entire range of products
do your employees actually spend
handle—quality, price, uses, etc?
selling—or doing _ other productive 'you
of them completely briefed on
Is
each
work? How many hours of each day
advertising plans—and what
your
ire you yourself actually busy? How
they can expect in customer reaction
‘iuch of your store's payroll goes for
ads currently being published?
from
'between-sales" time—when people
all of your answers are yes—
Unless
are sitting on their hands waiting for
that "between-sales" time in your
the next customer?
store is being very expensively wastNow—and be honest with yourself
ed.
—is the quality of salesmanship in
—McLean Co. (Ky.) News
your store really so high that you can

Mind Over Matters
tion of Christ: "You were born to
By Paul H.Hallett, Newspaper Editor
labor." People who find no outlet for
THE LAME and the blind are now
their abilities in work speedily decay.
lumped together under the less intimate name of the "handicapped."
One of the most frequently quoted
Only in the past twenty years has the
and pathetic lines of Milton is found
public become aware of them as somein his Sonnet on His Blindness where
thing more than pathetic characters
the poet, lamenting that he was withwho sell matches or shoestrings on
out sight "ere half my days in this
the streets. World War II gave a great
dark world and wide," consoled himimpetus to the policy of absorbing
self with the thought that, "they also
these people into industry.
serve who only stand and wait."
Merely from an economic view
FOR MANY,the only thing that
millions of dollars are wasted every
can be done is just that—stand—or
year by industry's refusal to employ
more often lie—and wait, and pray.
people who have handicaps that can
But many, even among the seemingly
be overcome.
hopeless cripples, can also serve both
BUT THE SALVAGE to industry
themselves and others, and thereby
from the salvaged labor of these disserve God, in useful work.
able is nothing compared to the salThe wonderful work done by Abilivage they make of themselves. One
ties, Inc., an establishment run by and
has to visit persons of active minds for the handicapped, which does a
but ungoverned bodies to observe the
business of a million dollars a year
ravages worked in them, not by their
and hires 350 people has lately been
disability but by their apparent usemade known by Henry Viscardi's
lessness. Nothing can make one better
book, Give Us The Tools, which disealize the famous words of the Imitaproved many pessimistic theories
people with wrecked bodies and
NEWS
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weakened
hearts.
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THIS WORK of rehabilitation has
a greater value than the economic, or
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four men with only five good arms
Successor of various weekly papers in Fuland one good leg between them orton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
ganizing a paying factory; how a man
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resides
Leonard, who
M. E.
miles southwest of
about four
mule
two-legged
Martin, has a
colt, born Tuesday night, May 21.

next week,
vention in Memphis
with all expenses paid, and will be
in a contest to select "Miss Mid-

This freak of nature, which has
only hind legs, walks upright like

South."

a man.
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Mr. and Mrs. Guy McClure, Jr.
Valley, announce the
birth of a son, born Friday night,

Mary Ethel Allen, who won first
in a state shorthand test
held in Murray, May 4, has been
place

of Water

awarded a certificate of merit by
the University of Kentucky.

May 31, at Fulton Hospital.

A -joint meeting of a committee
Farm
County
from the Fulton

Mr. and Mrs. Len Evanson announce the birth of a son, born
Sunday, June 2. in the Fulton Hos-

Bureau and the Young Men's Bus-

pital.

iness
'
Club met Wednesday night
Mr. and Mrs. James Kimbell an-

at the Rainbow Room to discuss
and arrange preliminary plans for

nounce the birth of a daughter.
born Sunday, June 2, in the Ful-

a livestock and poultry exposition

ton Hospital.

to be held here in August in conthe
Annual 4-H
nection
with

The recent announcement of the

Club Show and Farm Bureau Pic-

Hancock
Ruth
wedding of Miss
and Willard Weatherspoon, both of

nic.

the Beelerton community, came as
a surprise -to their many friends.
was solemnized
marriage
The

"Music will go further to settle
our children's probleins than any-

blow"off

thing. Let them

plus energy through a
let them

draw

a

bow

their sur-

Dec. 20, 1939, in the First Baptist
Church.

horn and
and

they

Ouida Jewell
We would like to congratulate
the Fulton Jaycees on the success
of their first annual Crepe Myrtle
week. Those
Festival here last
boys really put some work into
the event! The Jaycettes did their

be available for all participants.
Mrs. Corrierie R. Whitehead of
Kuttawa has charge of the program.
According to Hensley C. Wood-

share, also.

bridge of Murray, secretary of the
society, "In a few years much of

The festival was very nice and
enjoyable for all attending.

those interested in local

It is our understanding that the
big crowd at the Queen's Ball Saturday night at the Ferry-Morse
Co. building, made the event a
financial success, alio.
Young men like Jimmy Young,
C. D. Jones, Bill Warren, Bill Bennett, James Butts, James Needmembers of the
Jaycees, are indeed quite a credit
to our town.
It is my opinion, that we now
other

have one of the finest, most energetic and most progressive bunch
of young businessmen the town
has had in quite some time. Keep
up the good work, boys!

this area will be under water. All
history

are therefore urged to take this
opportunity to make this tour and
to hear the speaker."

-

The officers of the Jackson Purchase

Historical

Society,

which

was organized Nov. 28, 1958 and is
affiliated with the Kentucky Historical Society, are: Maiming Stewart, president; Hensley C. Woodbridge, secretary; and John C. Waters, treasurer.
The county chairmen are Mrs.
John E. Kirksey, McCracken, Lou
Carter Barton, Graves, Ralph W.
Graves, Carlisle, Judge Charles P.
1VLabrey, Fulton, Judge Earl T.
Osborne, Marshall and Marvin 0.
Wrather, Calloway.

I have

received

an

invitation

by the Jackson Purchase Historical
Society to attend a field-trip this
weekend. Mother and I may attend.
The following places of interest
will be

visited:
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I know two Fulton young ladies
are having fun this summer. They
are Carol
McNeilly and Judy
Moore, who are working in the
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dining Taxan at beautiful Cumberland Falls State Park.

site, the grave of Governor and
Mrs. Anderson, founders of Kuttaws, the Cobb House
ville

built

by

in Eddy-

Irvin S.

Cobb's

grandfather around 1800, the Lacbuilt
Hotel
in
Eddyville
around

failed to apply for another year.
needs a math
Also, the
school

ride

teacher.

lede

1806 by the Lyons, and a
across the Cumberland on the

ferry boat at Eddyville.
The trip will start from Kentucky Dam

Village auditorium at
1:30 Saturday afternoon, June 11.
After the field -trip, the group
the Kentucky Dam

Don't wait for little TV

Rodney Miller, Fulton City Attorney, has been

named attorney

for

County

the

Fulton

Board. The board recently voted to

auditorium to hear Walter Gresh,

torney.

at-

the

Preservation of Historical Monuments and Buildings. The dinner
will be buffet.

•
At the beginning of the tour, a

written resume of the history of
the points of interest visited will

sister
and brother of the famous Pat
Boone, were guests in
Fulton
Thursday. They had lunch at the
Park Terrace with their greatJudy and

?Nitride

aunt, Mrs. Ira
visited

first

their

sign

of

trouble.
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South Fulton H. S. Building Is
low Being Torn Down This Week
As workmen continued with the
construction of a seven-room addition to the South Fulton grammar school this week, only feet
away a large steel ball was crashing against the walla of the old
three-story high school building.
The old structure is making way
for a new high school building
which is to be finished by Jan.
1st. The crashing steel ball, swung
by a crane, thudded against the
three-brick thick walls several

Mrs. Killebrew

DEATIIS
Claude C. licAlist' er

Claude C. McAlister, 78, retired
Water Valley coal dealer, died at
10:30 a. m. May 31 at Jones Hoepital here, after being in declining
health for quite some time. He
had been in the hospital for only
a few days.
Mr McAlister was born Sept.
17, 1881 in Hickman County and
had lived all his life in that County
and in Water Valley.
He was the son of the late S. A.
and Ida Hampton McAlister. He
married Miss Lena Brown in 1905
and was a life-long member of the
Mt. Zion Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
Besides his wife, he leaves three
sons, J. C. and Neal McAlister. I
both of Water Valley and Hafford
McAlister of Belleville, Mich.; four
daughters, Mrs. Mildred Byrn of
Detroit, Mtch., Mrs. Willie Ruth
Weatherford of Wingo, Mrs. Essie
ewe a. Peapeel
May Kingston of Albuquerque, N.
Marna Ewe
STONER CHEEK
M., and Mrs. Onez Langer of
low down pereseatork. am'
Stoner Creek in Bourbon County Orange, Calif.; five sisters, Mrs.
and Rosy mimes
was named for Michael Stoner, a Maude Elliott of Water Valley,
Mrs. Lois Linton of Fulton, Mrs.
BENNETT ELECTRIC companion of Daniel Boone.
Grace Thompson of Water Valley
Mrs. Lena Brown of Water Valley
and Mrs. Zuaneta of Fulton, Route
1; two brothers, Odie B. McAlister
of Poplar Bluff, Mo. and Hughey
McAlister of Detroit; 12 grandchildren and 12 great-grandchildren.
Services were held June 2
at 2:30 at the Hornbeak Funeral Horne. His
pastor, the
Rev. Glenn Moore, assisted by the
Rev. Odie Schultz and the Rev.
Charles Brinkley officiated. Burial was in the Water Valley Cemetery.
times before the structure began
to collapse.
The work began two weeks elle.
School Principal Lester Betty
said he believed the building
would be torn down and the site
cleared for the new t‘ ,o-story high
school structure th'
The seven rooms of the elementary school are to le completed
by Aug. 27th, next, and Mr. Betty
said the high school students - • -ill
new
then use these rooms until t
high school structure I, completed.
The new high school building,
which will be for the top four
grades, will contain three standard classrooms, the home economies, science and commercial departments, a library-study hall
combination, and office and storage space.
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There are now 94 Kentucky
Pioneer Kentucky never knew a I The Rev. J.
L. Leggett, pastor counties participating in some
more fabulous character than
of the First Methodist Church for phase of the area brucellosis-conMike Fink, two fisted keelboater the past two years,
was honored trol program, the UK Cooperative
who made his name working, last week when he
was one of 30 Extension Service said this week.
brawling and shooting up and Methodist ministers
chosen to parThe state veterinarian's office
down the Mississippi and Ohio ticipate in
evangelistic work in said that 34 counties are modifiedRivers.
Chile and Peru in October and certified
brucellosis-free areas.
He often boasted:
November.
Four of these were recommended
"I can out-run, out-hop, outHe was invited by the General the first two months of this year.
jump, throw down, drag out and
lick any man in the country. I'm a Board of Evangelism of the Meth- The counties in this area include
Salt River roarer. I love the wim- odist Church and the Board of Calloway, Fulton, Graves, Hickmin and I'm chock full of fight." Missions, with the approval of man, Todd, and Trigg
This 5-foot-9 scrappy keelboat- Bishop Marvin Franklin.
The ministers are making the
er of the 1790's and early 1800's
Try "NEWS" Classified Ads
did not have much use for civiliza- trip at the invitation of the annual
Conferences
of
Chile
and
Peru.
*EMMY
tion. New-fangled 19th century innovations irritated him. Once he
complained:
BIBLE SCHOOL
"What's the use of improveThe First Methodist Daily Vacaments? When did cutting down
tion Bible School is being held
All types of Insurance
trees make deer more plenty?
from Jure. 6 to June 10 from 9
Whoever found wild buffalo or a
a. m. to 11:30 a. m. at the church. SAVE ! GET our
brave Indian in a city? Whar's the
Mrs. Glenn Bushart is supfun, the frolicking, the fighting?
erintendent of the school. Mrs.
PACKAGE DEAL
Gone!"
Don Sensing is in charge of
Fink ran afoul of the law once
the nursery, Mrs. D. J. Murchison
"Covering everything"
In Louisville and cantankerously
In charge of the kindergarten, Mrs.
-refused to walk to court. City of422 Lake St_
Ralph Puckett in charge of the
ficials mounted his 36-foot keel!primary department, and Mrs. W.
Fulton.
Ky.
boat, with Fink aboard, on wooden
Phone 455
J. Stewart, the juniors.
wheels and hauled Mike, boat and
all to Court with oxen.
Fink made many of his boasts
good. He once met and outshot
Davey Crocket. But Fink himself
Call or write W. A. Ledbetter, Route 2, Fulton,
was shot and killed by an adverKentucky;
phone 1416M2. He will bud your Black
sary whose friend Fink had killed.
Wild, uncivilided, Mike Fink in
walnut trees to the finest English walnuts. They
his own way contributed to the
are hardy, quick-bearing. ALSO your pecan trees
legend and history of Kentucky.

Leadership Theme
Of State 4-H Week
About 1,200 4-H Club members
from all over Kentucky are attending state 4-H Club Week,
June 7 - 11 on the U. K.
Campus, Lexington. Five boys and
five girls from almost every Kentucky county have been selected
for their outstanding 4-H work to
represent the 80,000 4-H'ers in the
state at the 37th annual 4-H Week.
Those attending from Fulton
County are: Mary Bondurant, who
won on Room Improvement, Sheri
Elliott, Bread Demonstration, Ann
Marshall, Housekeeping, Joyce
Robinson, Junior Leadership, and
Rita Thomason, Style Review.

Dewey Johnson

Tree-Budding Time Is Here!

Charlie Thomas
Quits As Coach

Charlie Thomas has resigned as
head basketball and football coach
BAPTIST SCHOOL
at Fulton High School.
A Vacation Bible School got unThe popular Thomas turned in
his resignation Thursday after ac- derv.•ay at the First Baptist
cepting the head coaching job at Church Monday morning and will
, continue through the 10th.
Tell City, Ind.
Superintendent W. L. Holland ,
said the school is looking for a replacement for Thomas who can!
coach berth sports—football and
basketball.

1

J. E. "Emmett' Finley. former
Pilot Oak merchant, who for the
past several years had been working at the ASC office in Mayfield,
died at the Mayfield Hospital at
5 p. m. Sunday. He was 75.
Mr. Finley was born in Graves
County, Ky., Dec. 28, 1884, son of
the late Wesley and Annie Godwin. His wife, Mrs. Sadie Lee
Hainline Finley. died Feb. 10.
1956.
He was a member of the Pilot
Oak Church of Christ.
Those from Fulton County reMr. Finley leaves a daughter, ceiving degrees from Murray!
Mrs. Chester Murphey of May- State College
recently were:
field; a son, James Doyle Finley Bachelor of Arts: Janet S. Allen of
of Nashville; a brother. Harry Fulton; Bachelor of Science: James
Finley of Detroit; four grandchil- L. Clark of Hickman; George E.
dren and two great-grandchildren. Easley of Fulton; Ralph H. Puck- I
He also leaves a sister, Mrs.' ett of Fulton, and Jean Elizabeth
Jewell Harris of Lone Oak.
Sanford of Hickman; Master of
He was the grandfather of Mrs. Arts: Shirley Marie Puckett of
Eisen McGuire of Fulton.
Fulton; Joe Carver Ross of Cayce
Services were held at the Pilot and James W. Wilson of Hickman.
Oak Church of Christ Tuesday at
1 p. m. Bro. W. Claud Hall of Henderson, assisted by Bro. Jim CanConditionine—tamiearatures med. to order—
non of Mayfield, officiated. Burfat ill-weatheer comfort. GM a dernonatratioal
ial, under direction of Jackson
Brothers Funeral Home of Dukedom, was in the Oak Grove Cemetery.

to large, thin-shell pecans.
My work is guaranteed. Give me a call now or
write at once and tell me how to get to your place.
I will call soon to see you and give you cost of the
work. Fresh buds from California.

Esteron 99 — kills weeds that other
weed killers find too hard to handle
••• yet costs as little as 254 an acre
It's not what a 2,4-D costs-but what it controls that counts.
More farmers buy and rely on Esteron 99 -for they find it's
too costly to experiment with less-known brands. Tests show
it's extra effective and easy to apply
. doesn't foam ...
mixes easily in hard water, and sprays evenly. A single gallon
covers many acres-an extra bushel an acre more than pays
the cost. Order your supply of America's leading brand of
weed killer today.
*Trademark al The Dam Cheemeal Compan7

WEST KENTUCKY
SEED COMPANY
CAYCE, KENTUCKY

—

STUDENT GUIDES
Visitor' to Berea College may
obtain student guides for tours
through the scenic campus of this
famous college.

an ELECTRICHome Freezer

•
See th. cturvy Mystery Show In color Sundays, al BC-T11—
Use Pat Boone Chevy Showroom meaty. ABC-TV.

WhyLook Beyond
America's

St
Cho
ice
Ca
r
for the things you want

Yes, penny savings grow into dollars with an electric
home freezer. You save dollars when you buy meats,
fruits, and vegetables in quantity while prices are low ...
and freeze them for later use. You can bake and cook
ahead in quantity .. . save work and time. Foods taste
fresh made when ready to serve.

FRESH OR FROZEN'
... take your choke
with a modern combination ELECTRIC
Refrigerator-Freezer
Enjoy the convenience
of a combination electric refrigerator-freezer
in OAS:pace-saving unit.
Two separate comportments, two temperature
controls and two doors.
Roomy freezer compartment holds a handy supply of frozen foods. Selfdefrosting refrigerator
section holds a big supply of fresh foods for
daily use. Many new
models have automatic
defrosting in both refrigerator a n d freezer
compartments.

like new!
• MIRACLE FINISH
drycleaning process. Your
summer garments will feel
crisp-have more frify and
a lovelier appearance.
They will stay clean ani
eninkle-free lononr too.
See

yoiff dealer

1008.

4011100

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

This is flee Kingsvresed 4-Door
11-Pass•num Station Wagon

411027
For fordriail Trennerwam

With wagons ffke this one In the lineup, it's no wonder Chevrolet Is the most popular car In the whole U. S. All live Chevy wagons,
6- and 9-passenger models, are widest where wagons should be wide-with comfortable seating space that becomes up to 92.
cu. ft. of arra are. by a simple adiustment. All five feature all the things that are making Chevrolet first choice, too: FULL con.
"townsman cushioning all four wheels ...an ECONOMY TUIMIO-FIRE MI that gets up to 10% more miles to the gallon on regular gas,
wider front seat and more entrance
or that well-known saver, the ell-THRIFT S...the shift-free smoothness of runsoauer
height In Chevy*" Room= Door sr'Nam than you'll find In any other car of the leading low-priced 3. Now's the best time to stop
by and let your dealer list all the reasons why You CAN'T OUT ANY CAR FOR LESS UNLESS IT'S A LOT LESS CA1111 VOWS si
Nil

nun how your finery will
look and feel when treated
to our new and exclusive

Med

on

Mrs. Virginia Newberry Killebrew, 67, died at 1:15 p. m. Friday
at her home, Fulton Rt. 1.
She is survived by two sons,
Richard Killebrew, Fulton, and
Gilbert Killebrew, Mayfield; a
sister, Miss Bertie Newberry, Fulton, end a granddaughter.
Funeral services were held Sunday afternoon at Central Church
of Christ here, with Oliver Cuningham officiating. Burial was in
Oak Grove Cemetery, under direction of Whitnel Funeral Home.

Receive Degrees
From Murray Monday

I- rfrotil

CM Bowl
orination
n Center,
el.
n;e U.S
aulbran
a Theater
.heock
In, Show
140.
re ftweelal
Mtn
tient-Week

Mike Fink Added Page 3 The Fulton News, Thursday, June 9, 1960
Fulton County Now
To Kentucky's I Rev.Leggett
Pion.eer Legend Chosen For Tour In Eradication Work

Get In on the hoftest thing this spring.,.see your local authorized Chevrolet dealer

OK-PARISIAN
Laundry Si Cleaners
Phone 130
Miracle Finish for Modern
Miracle Fibers!
'

TAYLOR CHEVROLET--BUICK,
104 East Fourth Shwa

Fulton
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.
Diary of Doin's

The News reports your -

Hugh Rushton in teal blue taffeta, Mrs. Leon Fields in printed
brown tones of boile, and Mrs.
Shelton Owens in turquoise chiffon.
Over sixty guests called.

Miss Ruth Caldwell, bride-elect
of Don Wright, was the inspiration
for a lovely buffet supper recently
at the home of Mrs. Gilson Latta,
Third street. Mrs. Latta and Mrs.
Homer Wilson were co-hostesses
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for the event.
The guest of honor wire a blue
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
polished cotton from her trousThe first of the lovely pre-nuptial parties honoring seau and was presented a corsage
pink roses by the hostesses. She
Miss Carolyn Marie Neeley, whose marriage to Robert of
also received a gift of crystal.
26,
June
Eugene McAlister, Fulton, will be solemnized
The dining table, overlaid with
was a bautifully planned tea, given by Mrs. H. W. Con- an imported cutwork cloth, was
with an all-white arnaughton, Mrs. Shelton Owens, Mrs. David Phelps, Mrs. centered
rangement in a silver epergne
Crutchfield,
Otis
Leon Fields, Mrs. William Scott, Mrs.
White candles burned in silver
Mrs. Frank Barber and Mrs. Hugh Rushton, on Sunday, holders. All of the table appointwere in white and silver.
May 29, from 2 to 5 p. m. in the parlor of the First Bap- ments
Miniature arrangements of pink
Fulton.
tist Church at
rosebuds centered the card tables
at which the guests were seated.
caroations
glads,
of
arrangement
attractive
most
was
mantel
The
Mrs. Walter Hill assisted the
epergne.
silver
a
in
greenery
of
and
rrangement
with a fan-shap
hostesses in entertaining.
silver
in
held
were
candles
White
and
roses
white American Beauty
."The guest list included—Miss
greenery held in a brass container candelabras.
Gold punch was poured from a Caldwell. her mother, Mrs. Louise
flanked by white candles in brass
.Caldwell of Union City, Mrs. Hencandelabras. The coffee table held crystal bowl which held a float of
don Wright, mother of the bridea lovely arrangement of gold lilies white gardenias. Delicate party
groom-elect, Mrs. M. W. Haws,
were
mints
gold
and
cookies,
nuts
bowl.
footed
and roses in a brass
served from s.lver appointments. Mrs. Louis Weaks, Mrs. Harvey
The receiving line encluded the
For the party. Miss Neeley Caldwell, Mrs. W. C. Reed, Mrs.
E.
-F.
Mrs.
mother,
honoree, her
from her trousseau a short Robert Jeter of Dresden, Miss
choose
Neely, Mrs. Byron McAlister.
afternoon frock of melon colored Gertrude Murphey, Mrs. H. B.
mother of the groom, Mrs. H. W.
silk organza over taffeta with a Houston, Mrs. Ernest Fall. Jr., Mrs.
Connaughton and Mrs. Frank BarBob Binford, Miss Mayme Bennett.
gift corsage of white carnations.
ber.
The mother of the honoree wore Mrs. H. H. Murphy, Mrs. E. H. HilThe tea table was overlaid with a blue polished cotton and lace, liard, Mrs. Robert Burns of Union
a white imported cutwork cloth, afternoon frock with white acces- City, Mrs. Horton Baird, Mrs. W.
centered with a most at
sories. Her corsage was of pink L. Holland, Mrs. Felix Gossum,
Sr., Miss Mattie Rice, Mrs. Maxcarnations.
Mrs. McAlister, mother of the well McDade, Miss Barbara Caldgroom, was attired in a blue well of Union City, Mrs. Fred Gibcrepe frock with black accessories son, Mrs. A. B. Roberts and Mrs.
Vernon Owen.
and a pink carnation corsage.
irS Hkatk
was in
W.
H.
Mrs.
Connaughton
The Sensational New Invention
Ladies Day was held-Tuesday at
beige silk linen, while Mrs. Frank
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
the
Fulton Country Club, with a
black
lace.
wore
Barber
No Belts — No Straps —
Presiding at the register was pot-luck luncheon at noon and
No Odors
Mrs. David Phelps, wearing a games of bridge and golf in the
Approved by Doctors — The
afternoon.
black lace frock.
World's Most Comfortable
in serving and
Those
assisting
Truss
pouring punch were: Mrs. Otis
Lt. Cmdr. Danny Baird, Mrs.
CITY DRUG CO.
Crutchfield, wearing an afternoon
Baird and sons, Steve and Mac,
frock of blue dacrom Mrs. William

RUPTURE

Fulton

408 Lake St.

Scott in blue printed voile, Mrs.
OPEN WEEKDAYS — 8:45
Sat. & Sun. 1 P. M. till 11 P. M.
— PHONE 12 —

WEEK -END

I FitentFIT
Thursday & Fry

SPECIALS

AND THE BARBARIMS
"

has returned home after spending over two
months in Oklahoma City with her
daughter, Ruth. while her little
daughter %,s as ill.

SAVE
10 Excise Tax

3` State Sales Tax

014
.; • • $

NEW i 960

tg

Whinfpoot

AIR CONDITIONER

NO GUESSING!

DONNA GAIL PATTERSON

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Patterson, Junior, announce the
engagement of their only daughter, Donna Gail, to Mr.
Russell Allen DeLong, son of Mr. and Mrs. William
DeLong of Pleasant Hill, Illinois.
Miss Patterson was graduated with a B. S. Degree
from the University of Tennessee at Knoxville. She is
presently an instructor in the Home Economics Departmen of Jacksonville High School, Jacksonville, Illinois.
Mr. DeLong is a graduate of Iowa State University
of Science and Technology at Ames, Iowa. He is associated with Ralston Purina Company of St. Louis, Missouri, as Dog Chow Fieldman. representing the Midwest.
An early August wedding is planned.
are here from Norfolk, Va., to
visit their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Horton Baird and Mrs. E. H.
They are enroute to make
their home in Pensacola, Fla..
where Lt. Cmdr. Baird will be
stationed with the 13. S. Navy.

The true BTU
cooling capacity
is stamped
on each unit!

UI

C-2306-3 — 16,300 STU

Members of the Ethridge and
Maloan families enjoyed their annual family reunion and gettogether Sunday, with seventyeight attending the affair held at
the One and All Club on East State
Line.

Guaranteed performance and
truly conditions the air.
cools it: filters it: wrings out
the moisture; draws stale air
out and brings fresh air in.
Also, the whisper-quiet operation never robs you of sleep.
Save now!

NEW 1960

Whidpoot
AIR CONDITIONER

A delicious pot-lock dinner was
served at noon.

BUM

Mrs. E. H. Knighton

Buy Now And

THE GIANT OF GIANTS'
STEVE PEEVES

Mary Thacker and Jeanette. Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Thomas and Cindy,
all (it Paducah.

and children, siobby, Cherrle and
Painlea. Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Smith and children, Chuck and
Toni, Mrs. Ray Humphrey and
Karen, all of Memphis; Mr. and
Mrs Aaron Ethridge and Judy, Mr.
and Mrs. Cletus Ethridge and
children, David, Ronnie and Donnie, Mrs. Nora Timmons. Mrs.

Engagement Of Donna Patterson
Announced Here By Her Parents

IT'S EASY TO PAINT
A ROOM
IN A MORNING

SUPER
REM-TONE

Those atencling were: Mrs. Willa
Dean Stier and sons, Lynn and
Donnie Ftridge: Mr. and Mrs. Milli)
Humphreys, Mrs. Phylis Carney

Wood &Pruitt
300 Walnut

Fulton

Phone 211

art_anions

with

Two Hits! Saturday

3 QT. AP PlIPPNUM PITCHER

Robert Taylor

i

Killers Of
Kilimanjaro
HIT NO 2
7111 ROW OP IWO KM MO VINT TOO PM

Spring Dresses

Ns NI
• -

.

1
i
444

awitnit agaillemt *LIM!

Summer Dresses C 98

4.1w.p

One man's
hist_
made mei
o beasts
.stripped
women
of their

130 THREAD COUNT

mai
e
le r
'Ml
44141444.:NO
f2,4
%
MI

SINGLE SIZE
72e 108
Regular or Fitted

$6.98 Values in Juniors. Misses. Half - Sias.
a*

157
$
DOUBLE Sal
81 x 108
Regular or Fitted

'71

Guaranteed Washable
...dries in 20 minutes!
• Easily applied with brush or roller
• No brush or lap marks
• Easy cleanup—lust use soap and water
• Tremendous choice of decorator colors
•free Color Harmony Guide service

42 x 36 PILLOW CASE

2 for 8543

•I 44,

<

joe,

le .
‘

KEM-GLO
enamel looks, lasts, washes
like baked enamel— perfect
for woodwork, bathroom,
kitchen walls

mon o

BALDRIDGE'S
5-1O -25c STORE

Children's Dresses
Regular $2.98 Values — —
Regular $4.98 and $3.98 Values - - - $3.19

2.19

,
COLOR-MATCHING

43c

d.

•

$
167

We«

98

Sunday & Monday

& PILLOW CASES

SHE

3

One Rack — — Values To $7.00
111.• NW

CNN011

DRESS SALE

Hanna
141

EXCHANGE
FURNITUIIE CO.
Phone 35
307 Church

-The-

Yei4etSkr
438 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.
— Now Air - Conditioned! —

CoPent
Conat
OpenIn
try Club
There ws
immedial
bingo to
house, v,
Several v
games of
Saturd,
a Leap

ette, Mr.
id Cindy,

Opening Day At Fulton
FULTON COUNTY—
(Continued Irma Ports Onto)
Country Club Wednesday
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The people who are in the newspaper business are, by nature, a
group of optimists with their eyes
open. They have a liberal dose of
that which has been termed divine
discontent, making them to be ever
In the vanguard of human progress. If this sounds like boastful
talk, it gives a wrong impression;
because as a rather serious manifesto of newspaper purposes. The
folks of the newspaper profession
take their jobs seriously.

erected to house the plants. During
the decade 1949-1959 investments
for advertising in newspapers increased 83 percent, according to
statistics. The increase alone in
investment for newspaper advertising in the 10 years was greater than the total amount spent for
television advertising in 1959. This

did not "just happen". It came
about because newspapers are accepted by the public, by the subscriber and the advertiser, if you
please, as an essential part of the
American way of life. The newspapers are essential to the well
being of America. They exist and
thrive because they serve.

•
Frankfort."
NOTE BOOK—
The state board of education
Coptinued from Pizoe (inc
Fulton
on
the
recently called
their way into places of
worm
e'nunty board to end its "feuding"
The following persons were pati- trust. They are both skeptical and
or face action by the state group.
The "minority" group is now ents in local hospitals Wednesday trustful. They think every man is
entitled to be believed until he
composed of Raymond Champion morning.
proves himself otherwise. But
and Mitchum. The "majority" JONES HOSPITAL:
Mrs. Minnie Henderson, Mrs. J. they perhaps have a little more
group is made up of Dement, Earl
W. Shepherd, Mrs. J. D. White, than the average of suspicions, beTaylor and James G. Shaw.
The appeal to the public by the Bert Cashion, Mrs. H. E. Swift, cause of long years of looking on
Mrs. Liza Peek, Mrs. Nora Nich- the seamy side of human nature.
•••
three board members follows:
•••
We. the undersigned members of ols, Mrs. A. C. Butts all of Fulton;
remind the visiting
like
to
I'd
This does not mean that the
the Fulton County Board of Edu- Mrs. Joe McMinn of Crutchfield;
newspapermen
and our subscribers
Mrs.
Jimmy
Walker
of
Kentucky
St.
Louis.
of
are
pernewspapers
cation would like to take this opfect. How can they be, when they alike that the newspaper business,
portunity for making an appeal to FCL'TON HOSPITAL:
Will McDade, Mrs. W. A. Sen- are made by humans just like you on the whole, is sound and vigthose interested in the betterment
of our schools. At the last regular sing. Mrs. Stella Ellis, Mrs. Arch- and me? But by and large, they orous; and the future is promising.
(June 3th) board meeting we (the lie Hornsby, Archie Martin, Mrs. reflect the communities in which. All across this state the weekly
undersigned) made a direct pro- Charlie Holloway, Margaret Wil- they are published. They are and daily newspapers are pushing
posal which we believe, whole- liams, John Baucom, R. B. Watts, usually as good as their publishers ahead with confidence. Plants are
heartedly. can render a solution to Mrs. Mildred Ham, Mrs. Sarah and their towns—and many times being modernized, new equipment
OITR SCH001. PREDICAMENT Meacham, Oliver Cash, Mrs. Geor- a little better, because they dare is being added, and in many inwhich we have floundered upon gia Humphries, Mrs. Mike Fry all to try to be ahead of the crowd. stances new buildings are being
for ti ree (3) low: and educational- of Fulton; Thomas Woodrow. Mrs.
ly unrewarding years. Following is Leon Wright, Mrs. C. A. O'Neal all
our proposal, made at an executive of Clinton; Mrs. A. V. Jones of
meeting, with only the board and Water Valley; Randy Drew, Mrs.
county press members in attend- Ethna Fowlkes, Jacquline Dew of
Union City; W. J. Jorden of Mayance, for resolving the problem:
"To ask those who have worked field; Mrs. Jim Holcombe of Hickin our school system and have man.
been prime participants (Darnell HILLVIEW HOSPITAL:
Mrs. Emmett Reese, Mrs. Pete
and Summers - -.McClellan's contract expires July 1 and he will not Holifield. Mrs. Annie Lacey, Rita
be rehired) in the situation to step Brockwell, Shirley Asbell, Mike
Remember him with gifts he'll use and enjoy ...
aside, and allow for the bringing Ryan. Vyron Mitchell. Jr., Oliva
OF THE
Johnson,
Claudette
Stunson, Mary
selected from the store that's famed for quality
in of a NEW SUPERINTENDENT."
The two remaining members of Kelly and Gwendolyn Garmon, all
men's wear.
the board did not agree with our of Fulton; Mrs. George Ceothan,
Come in soon and let us help you make your
offer for a new man for Superin- Dukedom; Chester Merrell, Cayce;
and
Mrs.
James
Haygood,
Water
tendent at the time of our June
selection.
3rd meeting. However, after seri- Valley.
ously and - deliberately thinking
through our proposal, we three
RACE TRACKS
board members fervently hope, beKentucky's five race tracks offer
Fulton
296 Main Street
Phone 602
fore it is too late - - June 30th - - thoroughbred racing through Nov.
East State Line
to make this important change, 19th this year.
that they (the two remaining
board members) will dutifully reconsider.
On the basis of what we have
SW
said, we are asking that the citizens of our county reflect and
7
analyze in their hearts and minds
,
this proposal - - TO BRING IN A
/
NEW SUPERINTENDENT - - and
cflone
tton
to urge your hoard member to
"
4I/
///
stand for this solution, as a is fair
athletic
to alt concerned. We ask this withv shirts
71111C- 0 le.Wil
out attemptine to assess blame on
either side - - Darnell or Summers
- -. but as a final resolution for
.'M.'I "4 ,/ ‹.
relief from a deplorable and adeach ()minable condition, and the striving for and bringing about of unity
to the long suffering people of our
county, who want nothing more,
Sturdy
1 but first and foremost a better 'toSanferited
morrow through a good school SYSbroadcloth 'tern for their children.
We, further, pledge ourselves to
shorts
i the task of exhausting every
known source to bring in the most
outstanding man available for the
job. We will inquire through the
I Placement
Bureaus of the outeach
standing educational inktitutions of
our state and region, and the naPRE
tion if necessary to provide the
people
of our county with the
C001
Proper man for the job. As a
\ springy
Bacon
Slab
la
result of the newly appropriated
knit
state funds for all Kentucky
schools, the time is now more apsriefs
BONELESS
propriate than at any time in our
State', history for the building of
a school system in our county
equal to any in the nation, and of
which our children so richly deserve. If we, the people, do not aceach
FOLGERS
cept this immediate challenge in
the field of education we will not
soon forget.
Signed:
James G. Shaw
Department Store
ALA. WASH RED NO. 1 GOOD
Earl Taylor
Fulton
A. B. Dement, Jr.

HOSPITAL NEWS

Opening Day at he Fulton Country Club was held Wednesday.
There was dinner on the lawn and
immediately following there was
bingo for all ages in the club
house, with Paul Boyd calling.
Several won prizes. There was also
games of golf.
Saturday evening there will be
a Leap Year dance.

s returnover two
with her
her little

KASNOWS

FRUIT

Plenty on hand! The price is right!

Sunday, June 19 Is Father's Day!

AMMONIA NITRATE AND
NITRATE OF SODA

When Pop's The Question —
— We've Got The Answers

for side-dressing your corn.
There is plenty of time yet to plant corn.
See us for US-13 Funk's and Shill's.

LOOM

Grisham-Butterworth Men's Wear

A. C. BUTTS 81 SONS

GUARANTEED
POP- PLEASERS

ity

SAVE TWICE -

Low, Low Prices...Plus Top Value Stamp;

r

..
out
'sir
in.
eraDep.

49c

ER

ROUND STEAK LT; lb. 89'

I
69c l

U!

Sirloin Steak - Lb. - 89c
T-Bone Steak - Lb. - 1.09
Rib Steak - Lb. - 79c

Ground Beef 11).49c
Lb. - - 49c

swwrs

Cheese lb.59C
Rump Roast lb. 99'
Pillsbury's COFFEE- Lb.can 6k BISCUITS -6 cans 49c
BEST
POTATOES 10 lbs- 45C

69c

KASNOWS

Flour
Plain crr
Self-Rising

DAD'S

The
Leading
Man On

SO'NKIST - 235 Size

BELL

5c

PEPPERS - Ea.
TUBE

TOMATOES Ea - - - 29c

Father's Day
June 19

•

lbs.

49'

PINErAPPLE - 2 - No.2 Cans

RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
Main Street

Fulton

CARNATION -6 SMALL CANS
OR
3 TALL CANS
Red Cross

SPAGHETTI
DOG FOOD
Tall Can _ __ 7 1/2c Morton Iodized
SALT

50 FREE STAMPS WITH

69c

PEANUT BUTTER - Quart

Top Kick

This Coupon & The Purchase of 3 Lb.. of
Cherry Red

Coupon & A $5.00 Purchase or More.
Use Both The 50 Coupon & The 100 Coupon
With A $15.00 Purchase

5k

MILK

This Coupon & The Purchase of One Quart of

50 FREE STAMPS WITH

47c

PRUNE JUICE - Quart
Blue Plate

25 FREE STAMPS WITH

This
1......

39c

Rosedale - Sliced

Ground Beef

.49c

BEEF STEW - 24 Oz. Can
Sunsweet

Free Glass

Sealtest Orange Juice
KNOX and CHAMP Hats
ARROW shirts
TIES
ARROW sportswear
JERKS Sox
HIGGINS Slacks
ARROW underwear
Novelty items
Summer Suits

LIBBY'S

29c

L&MTEA-1/4 Lb.

Here's a gift lineup that
will bring pleasure for Dad
on his day, and is a handy
answer to your shopping
problem.

BANANAS - Lb. - 10c

Starkist Green Label. Chunk

TUNA - 1/2 Size

25c

LEMONS - Doz.

39c

2 -7 oz. Boxes

23c
2.26 oz. Boxes

25c

50 FREE STAMPS WITH

25 FREE STAMPS WITH

A 4 Os. Can of McCormick BLACK PEPPER

Season All Garlic Sauce, Minced Onion
B-B-Q Sauce, Meat Tenderiser & Course
Black Pepper

100 FREE STAMPS WITH

100 FREE STAMPS WITH

Coupon & A $10.00 Purchase or More.
Use Both The 50 Coupon & The 100 Coupon
With A $15.00 Purchase

This Coupon & The Purchase of One Case
Of Soft

1 This

Drinks - Your Choice
Ana

..immion•Arlemorionmonft
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Four Kentucky Cities To Be Awarded
Cash Prizes In Development Contest
Four Kentucky cities will be I tion).
CITY
awarded the five-year cash awards
PRIZE
POINTS
In the Kentucky Chamber of Com1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 Total
merce Five-Year Community De1. London $1,000 838 767 777 730
velopment Contest, R. D. Wallace,
Henderson, President of the Ken- 750 3,862.
2. Campbellsville $500 881 675
tucky Chamber of Commerce an716 750 833 3,855.
nounced today.
3. Monticello Plaque 850 775 626
The cities placed first and second in each of the population 544 589 3,384.
4. Fulton Plaque 715 530 555 638
groups. First prize of $1,000 in
Group 1 (under 3500 population) 745 3,183.
5. Sturgis Plaque 633 703 519 387
will go to London; second prize of
$500 in Group I will go to Camp- 467 2,709.
Group II (Over 3500 populabellsville; first prize of $1,000 in
Group II will go to Franklin; and tion).
I. Franklin $1,000 831 925 873
second prize of $500 in Group II
will go to Glasgow. The awards 868 817 4,314.
2. Glasgow $500 845 917 759 776
were made as a result of the fiveyear total points accumulated by 906 4,203.
3. Middlesboro Plaque 805 803
the city in each of the five years
593 666 700 3.567.
of competition, Wallace added.
4. Danville Plaque 730 747 660
An audit report by Joe R. Wer668 738 3,543.
rneister, Manager, Peat, Marwick,
5 Hazard Plaque 640 550 769
Mitchell & Co.. Certified Public
670 724 3,353.
Accountants, Louisville, shows the
These cities will be honored at
five top towns in each category as
the 1960 Kentucky State Fair on
follows:
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
Group I (Under 3500 popula- Day, Tuesday,
September 13.

Bring us your
RADIO and TV Repair
RCA Color Television
Used TV Sets for Sale

Wood & Pruitt TV
Franklin Pruitt - Clyde Wood

300 Walnut Street
Phone 211

Attends Wedding
In Florence, Ala.
Mrs. Karl Kimberlin returned
home recently from Florence, Ala.,
where she visited her son and his
family. While there she attended
a wedding, in which her son and
grandson participated.
The bride and groom were Gordon Morrow, formerly of Dresden,
Tenn. and Carolyn Jones of Florence.

Hiram Walker
Quality
in a rich, true bourbon

Fifths — $4.00
Pints— $2.50
Half Pints — $1.30

4 YEARS OLD

Swift's Dairy News
By lames Browder, Fteidman

A tire blowout caused a IMO
Chevrolet to swerve out of control
at Englewood hill on Highway 51,
between Union City and Troy,
about 12:30 a. m. recently.
The car crashed into a metal guard
rail on a sharp curve, injuring the
driver.
Mrs. Evelyn Archie, 37. of Memphis, sister of Mrs. Earl Thorpe of
near South Fulton, was taken by
Trooper Bill Menses to Obion
County General hospital where
she was- treated for bruises and
then dismissed.
Trooper Menses said Mrs. Archie
was driving toward Union City
when the right front tire blow out.
"The car hit the guard rail twice
and then jumped it," the trooper
said. "Damage to the car was
heavy. She was fortunate not to
have been hurt more seriously."
Mrs. Archie sees taken to her
sister's home after being treated
at the hospital.

Richland Seniors Are
Park Terrace Guests

MAN HURT IN WRECK
One man was injured Saturday
night when the car in which he
was riding hit a telephone pole. He
was treated at the Fulton Hospital
for a laceration on his head. Details of the accident were not
learned.

90 Proof • Straight Bourbon Whiskey
4 Years Old
HIRAM WALKER & SONS. INC., PEORIA, ILL.
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Fulton Count, Is One Of 3 In District,
Recording Biggest Loss In Population
The official Bureau of Census $6,823 in this year's poll.
report for 1960 shows a population! The rapid expansion of
the
of 316,250 in the 17-county First chemical industry in the Calvert
Congressional District, a gain of
City area has accounted for the
8,196 in the past decade.
gain in Marshall County, from 12,The figure was 308,054 in 1950. 387 in 1950 to 16,705—an increase
Only four of the 17 counties in of 3,318.
the district recorded a gain durThe small growth in Calloway
ing the past 10 years. but the inof 789 is generally believed
crease in those was such a solid County
stem from Murray State Colone that it accounted for the over- I to
lege. The county growth, centering
all growth.
Christian, McCracken, Marshall In Murray, was 20,936 in the 1960
tabulation compared to 20,147 in
and Calloway were the counties
which had population gains. All 1950.
Muhlenberg, Fulton and Critthe rest—Ballard, Carlisle, Caldwell, Crittenden, Fulton. Graves, tenden counties recorded the bigHickman, Livingston, Logan. Lyon, gest losses.
Muhlenberg, Todd and Trigg—all
had losses.
Try "NEWS" Classified Ads
Christian County, home of a
large part of Mt. Campbell military reservation, had a giant gain
of 14,532. The soldier population
and families of military personnel
are mainly responsible for the
at a BIG discount!
huge increase near the Hopkinsville area.
Some new - some slightly used
Christian, which .bad a population figure of 4E359 10 years nationally-known names. Save
ago, now has a total of 56,891 livup to 75% on some styles.
ing there.
The atomic boom and its after
effects are credited with a
good
share of the McCracken County
Increase. The growth in the county
Main Street
Fulton
was 7.686—from 49,137 in 1950 to

BENNETT
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ELECTRIC
FULTON
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Forreder's Shoe Shop

Kentucky State Trooper
Career openings for positions as Kentucky State
Trooper. Benefits include retirement at age 55,
merit system and all equipment furnished.
Must be Kentucky resident, high school graduate, age 21 through 30, 5'9-1-2" tall without shoes,
weight at least 150 pounds and in proportion to
height, of good moral character, excellent physical
condition, and able to pass a series of written examinations.
Apply at nearest Kentucky State Police Post or

write Kentucky State Police, Frankfort, Ky.

01
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Every morning the MIL"Live-Wire"- with the greatest concentrated Radio Audience,percentage-wise,in the whole Mid-South
- - brings you timely and important news of
this area.

Besides the regular news roundup,WFUL
seeks to serve its listeners in other ways. News
of road conditions, schools, disasters, special
events are provided whenever something of
interest is happening.
Be our Guest - - keep up with the Ken-Tenn
Area with the morning live-wire.It's the greatest news service of all.

LS ROI WFUL
1270 On Your AM Dial

KIIE
Conti

BARGAIN SHOES

Be Our Guests

Dayton V-Belts

BIGGEST VACATION
BARGAIN!

Three quarters of a century ago,
a 19 year old, $40 • month schoolteacher, stirred by a deep love of
the American Flag, held the first
Flag Day exercises in his little
country schoolhouse.
Bernard J. Cigrand, who later
became a professor of dentistry
and a college dean, began a lifelong crusade on that day, June 14,
1885, to honor the adoption of the
Stars and Stripes by the Continental Congress on June 14, 1777.
Thirty-one years later, in 1916,
his devotion to the Flag was rewarded when President Woodrow
Wilson declared June 14 as National Flag Day. In 1949, long after Dr. Cigrand's death, the Congress and President Harry S. Truman proclaimed the Flag would
be disployed on all government
buildings on June 14 and asked the
American people to join in the
observance of the Flag's anniversary.
What has happened to the little
country schoolhouse where Dr.
Cigrand conceived his patriotic
idea?
Located near Fredonia. Wisconsin, it has become a national
shrine, restored to its original appearance and condition by the National Fraternal Flag Day Foundation, a non-profit corporation established by Wisconsin fraternal
societies most of whom are members of the National Fraternal
Congress of America. Locally. the
Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle
is also a member of this national
association.

i

We have complete stocks

FLORIDA'S

National Flag
Day Is June 14

Swift & Co. wishes to welcome
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Laird of
Route 2, Dukedom, Tenn., as one
of our more recent milk producers.
The Lairds live about 4 nxiles east
of Dukedom and he is a native of
this section.
Although the Lairds started selling milk to Swift only this spring,
they have been selling milk for
manufacturing
purposes
since
1947. They started out as many
others do, in a small way, with
only 4 cows. Today they are milking 9, and by the fall of 961, expect to have 20 milking. The general farm outlook and the steady
income from milking caused the
Lairds to purchase 10 Guernsey
heifer calves from Wisconsin last
Summer. This addition to their
herd more than double their production by fall of 1961.
Mr. Laird is not a large land
owner, as some people think one
must be to milk many cows. On
the home place, he has only his
tobacco under cultivation. The remainder of his land is sown down
to pasture and hay. In our conTwenty-five members of the
versation with Mr. Laird, he suggested th-at anyone going into the Richland, Missouri High school
milking business would do well to class, accompanied by four adults
first establish a good pasture com- were guests at the Park Terrace
for
posed of both a legume and grass, recently
breakfast
and also make preparations for enroute to Daytona Beach. Fla., on
the annual senior trip.
ample stock water.
For his grain, Mr. Laird rents The group was traveling by charsome ground to raise corn. This he tered Greyhound Bus, operated by
has ground and adds both Soybean Ray Conway of St. Louis.
One member of the group said.
and cottonseed meal as supplement. The grain mixture is fed "If all of our stops are as pleasurable as the one here at the Park
BROKE LEG FALLS
the year round.
Broke Leg Falls is in the CumAnyone driving past the Laird Terrace Restaurant in Fulton . . .
farm will be most favorably im- it will certainly be a delightful berland National Forest near
Frenchburg Ky.
pressed by the neatness of their trip"
house and farm buildings. This
carries right on into the milking
CHEESE PRODUCTION
06 enema
parlor he built in the summer of
laa-liti atPri lite
'58. At this time he built a V
Kentucky has risen from sixth
type, elevated barn, with total cost to third in the nation in the probeing under $300.00. This was lo- duction of cheese, led only by
/nee sr Pens
tred.bo ply ilUIJOoll ASO
cated just west of the house, Wisconsin and Missouri, according
ppm
Supseq
JO
WIXOM
which makes it convenient both to to the State Department of Ecohim and the milk hauler, who haq nomic Development, Kentucky's
12•Iivg PTV buTJP?
only to pull right up to the barn output last year totaled five per- 1,
door for loading.
cent of the national total of alsort ouittliuo.)
He also installed a cow-to-can most 973 million pounds.
milker and a year later bought a
7-can milk cooler. This might seem
like added expense but actually
with the bonus paid for milk that
is cooled mechanically, the cooler
will pay for itself in a matter of
months, besides eliminating the
possibility of sour milk and loss of
income. This modern way of milking is rapidly changing milking
habits on the farm. Since hired
farm labor is a thing of the past,
the farmer must rearrange his
milking habits to make each minute pay off.
The Noble Lairds will gladly
show anyone that is interested in
milking operations their setup.
They are also very pleased with
their results from shipping milk to
Swift. and Swift is quite proud of
having them as one of their producers.

Also Available in 5-Year Bottled In Bond
Fifths - $4.75 Pints - $2.95 Half Pints - $1.50

.1!
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Horace Stephens
I Is New Police

Two Slightly
Hurt In Wreck

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
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Mrs. Carey Melds •
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E. M. Barnes and Mrs. D. R.
Barnes, both of Corinth, Miss.,
were treated at Jones Hospital
recently for minor injuries and
dismissed.
The two were injured in an
automobile accident on the Mayfield Highway just north of Goulder Implement Co., when the left
front wheel came off of the automobile in which they were riding.
Another man in the car was uninjured.
According to Pete's Wrecker
Service who towed in the wrecked
car, the vehicle was a complete
loss.
When the wheel came off of the
car the vehicle left the highway,
knocked down two mail boxes
and swerved back onto the highway,
The car was traveling south on
Highway 45 when the accident occurred about 8 a. m.

(Last We)
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Contact Social Security Office
Before You Retire, Is Advice

Horace Stephens, 38, of 315 Carr
Mr. and Mrs. Artell Vincent and
Street, Fulton, was named to the
children Debbie and Kevin, have
Fulton Police Department as a paContact your social security of- operator, you will need a copy of
returned to their home in Akron,
trolman at an adjourned meeting
fice
befour you retire. This is good Schedule 1040 F.
Ohio
after
spending
a
week
here
of the Fulton City Council WedThese items are necessary in
with parents Mr. and Mrs. Roy advice for people planning to file
nesday night of last week.
most cases. Needed papers vary
Vincent
for old-age insurance payments.
Mr. Stephens fills the vacancy
find out
Fire destroyed the crib and Knowing in advance what papers with the indivdual. To
caused by the resignation recently
local disPRYOR
your
With
JIM
need,
call
what
you
stockbarn on the Flavie Johnson are needed will give you time to
of Carmi Page, who has been apspeed
Orb Ganef Reinest
farm Sunday morning. Origin of obtain the necessary evidence trict office in advance and
pointed State Alcoholic Beverage Agaisharel Avec
your first check along.
the
fire
unknown.
agent in this area.
needed
when
you
do
retire,
acPryor
With Jim
Mr. Stephens formerly worked
Mr. Vilva Hawks Jr. left today cording to Charles M. Whitaker,
Spring brings Milk Test
on the local police department for
for Detroit, Mich. after spending Manager of the Paducah Social SeVariations
six years and served as deputy
Memorial Day holiday weekend curity office to find out what
Fulton - Union City highway
sheriff for four years under SheMost everyone is happy to wel- here with his parents, Mr. and papers are needed will speed up
riff John Rose.
your claim. You should have your WED-TRITE-FRI., JUNE 8-9-10
come spring except maybe the Mrs. Vilva Hawks Sr.
(Starts at 9:45)
Mr. Stephens began his dut- fieldmen for the milk companies.
David Lassiter Akron, Ohio, ar- social security card, proof of age,
BLUE DENIM
ies Thursday afternoon at 3.
Spring brings with it warm weath- rived Sunday nite for a few days and evidence of wages paid for
At the meeting Wednesday night er and a low butterfat test. I would with his parents Mr. and Mrs. But- 1959 or a self-employment income Carol Lindley, Brandon DeWilde.
(Also: starts at 7:45)
bids on the construction work for like to discuss some of the reasons on Lassiter and other
relatives tax return.
REVENGE OF "FRANKENSTEIN
the Commercial Avenue bridge for this low test today.
around this area.
A birth certifcate is the best
— — — —
over Harris Fork Creek were
First I would like to explain to
Mr. Raymond Robinson, has his proof of age. If you do not have
SATURDAY - JUNE 11
opened. The bids were: W. J. every dairyman that practically
certifcate
a
birth
some
old
docu(Starts at 9:40)
Cutchin and Associates of Dyers- everything affecting the physical grocery well - stocked with all
ment tha shows your date of birth
NIGHT PASSAGE
burg, $50,000: J & L Construction and nervous condition of the cow fancy and staple groceries, and
may be used. Acceptable evidence
James Stewart. Audie Murphy.
Co. of Humboldt, $45,000; Jim Mc- will at the same time cause the is now opened for business, so he
of age may be obtained from
(Also: starts 7:45 & 11:05)
Dade and McDade of Fulton, $43,- butterfat test to fluctuate. Now solictes your patronage. Trade at
rrasT OIL GUSHERS
church records, family Bibles,
home is his slogan.
EDGE OF ETERNITY
-500.
all hot under
get
dairymen
some
military
records,
school
records,
first
oil
gushof
America's
One
A very serious accident occured
Cornel Wilde, Victoria Shaw.
The bids went way beyond the the collar when the old test starts
and
old
life
insurance
polices.
ers was born March 11, 1829, near engineers estimate of around $20,— — — —
to fall, this is natural I guess be- in this section Monday afternoon
Hurkesville, Ky., to the great dis- 000, and the bids were
SUN.-MON.-TUES.-WED.
If you work for wages, your Wturned cause it affects his income, but on the late Wm Johnson hill, when
appointment of Dr. John Croghan, over to the Hemco
JUNE 12-13-14-15
Engineers of here are a few rules that may ex- two cars collided just over the dip, 2, Withholding Tax Statement, for
who was drilling for salt.
FIRST RUN ATTRACTION
Memphis and were to be de- plain some of the why in fat test. sending most of the occupants to 1959, will be acceptable as eviFOR UNION CITY AREA
cided on at the June 6 meeting of One important factor is the con- the hospital. Mrs. Marvin Hill, her dence of earnigs. If you are in
having an Extension Program.
(Starts at 9:40)
the council.
dition of the cow at calving time. daughters and sons grandchildren, business for yourself, an extra
The contest is designed to proOUR MAN IN HAVANA
Cliff Johnson, foreman of the The fatter the cow when the calv- and Jack Rushing, his sister Mr. copy of your 1940, Income Tax
mote interest among Kentucky Garbage Department, resigned being time comes the higher the test Pete Chambers were in the other Return, and Schedule 1040C, Pro- Alec Guinness, Ernie Kovacs.
families in improving their kitch- cause of ill health, and Earl Roach
(Also: starts at 7:45)
will be fore a short time then it car. Mrs. Hill suffered a broken fit and Loss Statement from your
comfort
and
ens for convenience,
was appointed to fill the vacancy. will return to normal. The fat test arm and broken ribs. The infant business, are needed along with THE SEVENTH VOYAGE
satisfaction. Also the program is Mr. Roach has been working with
OF SINBAD
varies with the stage of lactation. suffered a broken leg and both your cancelled check showing paybeing held to encourage families the Garbage Department for some
During a normal factation tests are were patients of Hillview hospital. ment of the tax_ If you are a farm Kerwin Mathews, Kathryn Grant.
to make good use of all available time.
lower in the middle period than Jack received a crushed knee and
resources when remodeling kitchat the beginning or end. There is was sent to a Paducah hospital
ens or planning new ones.
always a decrease in fat tests dur- while Mrs. Chambers suffered
Kitchens will be scored before
ing the spring months. This is due deep cuts about the face and head,
and after improvements. Scoring
to the higher temperature and hu- and spent several days at Hillview.
will be carried out by a team of
midity along with turning the All the other occupants suffered
women directed by your local
Fulton High'School band mem- cows on pasture. Tests are gen- cuts, bruises and shock.
Home Demonstration Agent,
bers received recognition for Di- erally lower in June and July and
Sympathy is extended to Mr.
The two entrants earning the vision One ratings received at the
highest in December and January. and Mrs. Lubin Grissom in the
highest number of improvement contest held at Murray, Ky., reThe cows health is very import- death of their infant daughter,
points in each Extension sub-dis- cently.
ant in butterfat tests. A cow in Melinda. Funeral services were
trict during the Awards Program
This is the first year that a
held at Hornbeak Funeral Horne
will receive valuable electrical standard Kentucky Musical Award poor health will decrease in both with
burial in Acree Cemetery
fat
test
and
milk
flow.
Udders
prizes, as follows: a Nautilus range has been certified for Division One
nearby this villiage.
milked
dry
and
if
you
need
to
be
hood, a GE electric fry pan, a Sun- Award winner.
Rev. James Holt filled his reguuse a milking machine never hand
beam iron, Kelviruitor electric
Those students receiving Diviparty grill, and a Spiralite pole sion One Awards were: Ophelia strip. This will cause the slow let- lar appointment at New Salem
lamp. These prizes are the com- Speight, Sandra Williams, Elaine down early your chances of get- Baptist Church the past Sunday
pliments of the respective com- Beggs, Saundra Latham. Martha ting all the rich milk at the end of at 11 a. m. Sunday at 10, with a
the milking will be reduced. fine attendance. and the evening
panies or their agents.
DeMyer, John Cunningham, 41Each entrant who earns 50 or ward Butler, Warren Nanney, Changes in feed, especially if done service held at usual hour preceedmore improvement points during David Cunningham, Danny Carve suddenly will have a definite ef- ing the B. T. A. Home Coming
fect on the butterfat test. The will be observed on next Sunday
the contest will receive a Better and Barry Adams.
change from dry feed to immature June 5, with all day services, as
Kitchens certificate suitable for
Those students were recognized
grass will cause a change if done has been announced here-to-fore.
framing.
on the Honor Day program held
all at once rather than a little at Morning worship at 11 a. m. with
The contest closes June 1, 1981. at Fulton High.
Rev. Holt delivering the message.
the time.
Those students who haven't reDinner from baskets will be on
Weather
conditions
cause
test
to
ceived their award should get in
Accurate
vary too. Higher temperature will church grounds, and the afternoon
contact with Arthur R. Roman.
gives you loads of room
decrease test and cool clear weath- will be devoted to Gospel singing.
WORTOCkNSHTP
er will give a more uniform test. Some very fine singers are on the
for -easonable clothes
TRIAL DELAYED AGAIN
At Low Cost
Storms have little effect on test if projram with Hawkins Quartette
The once-postponed trial of a
Watches, Clarke and Mae
cows are well sheltered. Heat per- Paducah, along with others, all are
Rutherford jukebox operator, Odis
Why clutter up precious closet
Fleece or All Khali Leesiods may increase fat but abusing invited to come spend the day and
Eznmersort charged with criminal
space with clothes NMI won't retoly Repaired at Low Owl abortion and involuntary man- cows at milking time will lower worship with us.
es—
Quite a bit of tobacco was set
the test. Calves on cows will cause
be using for months? Let us
slaughter has been reset again,
most low testing. After the first last week, at whose farms the
ANDREWS
this
time
for
June
30.
clean and store them now,
two to three days calves should be plants were ready for thansplantJewelry Company
raised on the pail. Calves allowed ing. Many farmers who re-seeded
and return them spotless and
Try "NEWS" Classified Ads
to suck after the dairyman milks their beds, the plants aren't ready
new looking when you need
gets the higher testing milk and so their crops will be late of
TO FARMERS
chances are the cow will not give course. A special effort is being
them again. Meanwhile—
a complete let-down until the calf made to set each alltment
plenty of closet space for the
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham
nurses, thus the farmer loses
Farming is changing — The changes require fithings you wear from day tO
again. There are many more rea- and son George Ed Dresden, Tenn.
sons
spent
for
low
the
test
past
such as waterweekend with their
day. Call us today.
nancing tailored to fit each individual farm. PCA
ing milk or pouring off the cream parents Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields.
for home use. The mechanical
can meet this requirement with loans for all farin
cooler is the best investment a
dairyman can make to help keep Crutchfield Boy
purposes.
what test he has accurate and the From
Murray Recently
milk of high quality.

Valuable electrical appliances
will be presented to the winning
particpants in the Better Kitchens
Award Program which began
June 1 under the joint sponsorship of the Kentucky Agricultural
Extension Service and the Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Corporation.
The program is open to all women living in Kentucky cotuitleli

STARLITE

Band Members
Are Recognized

NOTICE

Pursuant To House Bill 35, Kentucky Legislature KM 61.160, The Fulton County Courthouse, Hickman, Kentucky, Will Be Open All
Day Wednesdays The Year Around And Will
Be Closed All Day Each Saturday Beginning
June 18, 1960.

OR-PARISIAN
CLEANING
and
STORAGE SERVICE

FULTON COUNTY OFFICIALS

1 TO 5 YEAR LOANS

Laundry & Cleaners
OK-PARISIAN
—Phone 130—

Gets Instructorship

Enjoy this "Summer Resort"
in LOUISVILLE!

For Vacations, Week-ends
or Just a "Welcome Change!"
the Brown
Last year, Iota of families •vecatbnar at
This
Suburban Hotel, and had the times of their lives.
save
they
money
the
and
—
year, there'll be oven morel
the entire vacation!
for
pay
often
will
transportation
on
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THE BROWN SUBURBAN HOTEL
Bardstown Road at Wofferson Expressway, Louisville
Telephone: GLeridale 8-3201

$3,927.10 Raised
On Athletic Field

Bobby Ewing McClellan, Crutchfield, has been appointed to a
part-time instructorship for the
1980-81 seserion at the University
of Mississippi, it was announced
today by Dr. Samuel F. Clark,
chairman of the Department of
Chemistry.
Mr. McClellan, a graduate student in chemistry, has held a
graduate assistantship for the past
year. He is a graduate of Central
High School, at Clinton, and received his bachelor of arts degree
in 1959 from Murray State College,
where he was on the dean's list.

Ray Terrell, president of the
South Fulton Booster Club, announced recently that so far
$1,927.10 had been raised on
the South Fulton Athletic Field
project.
The latest donors are: Ivan,
Stella and I. M. Jones. $25; Bill
and Dudley Morris, $25; Nichols
Engineering Co. of Union City,
$25; Hillview Hospital $20; Harry
Barber, .$5.00: and an anonymous
doner, $5.00.
OBSERVATION POINT
Dale Clark was winner of the
The observation point on the
boat given away by the Boosters
recently. He is a Fulton L C. em- Pinnacle near Middlesboro, Ky.,
offers an excellent view of Cumployee.
berland Gap. Near the Pinnacle is
a chimney rock, one of many simiVET REPRESENTATIVE
lar stone formations in eastern
B. D. Nisbet, a contact repre- Kentucky.
sentative of the Kentucky Disabled Ex-Service Men's Board will
be present on June 17, at the
American Legion Hall in Fulton to
assist veterans and their dependents with claims for benefits due
them as a result of their military
service. He will be present from
9 a. m. until 3 p. m.

All Makes and Models

Wade Television
111 Lake St.

Phone 456

credit. PCA costs are reasonable.
Credit life insurance is available on all loans.
Consult your PCA Field Office Manager about
the Financial needs of your farming operation.

JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit Association
Warren Bard
Field Office Mgr.
Clinton, Kentucky

John P. Wilson
Field Office Mgr.
Hickman, Kentucky

HEAVEN HILL

TV REPAIR
•
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service
•

Every farmer needs a good dependable source of

,tutr Vourhatt

FIFTH

$4"

PINT
HALF PINT
QUART

531$

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY

$1"
$S"

100 proof • Bottled in load

• mum ea BOttlID-Iv HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC.,

111111DST0VVN, NELSON (00111' SENIU(S,

call C. D.
MR. MOTH is on the way! Don't MAYTAG WA81113t8, standard SEPTIC tank pumping:
before
1379
at
Fulton.
Thurman.
$139.96
automatic
models,
and
furs
and
let him get to your best
7: am or after 4: (Saturday and
and up. Salle and anwica
timber, custom logs, custom woolens. ow OK-Parisian today
Sunday, any hour.)
Bennett Electric, Phone 301.
stave and heading bolts. Con- for details on cleaning and stortact us for prices and specifica- age. Phone 130.
OR R21.41: Floor sanding ma
tions. L. C. Engle, Buyer TeL
FOR SALE: Baby chicks, daily
dila, and electric floor polish5-27611 Martin, Tenn. C. A. NOW is the time to gat your through May and June. Best in
er and electric vaeuurn cleanTypewriter and Adding Mae. quality, lowest in price to be found
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 7ers. Exchange Furniture Co
Si.
Cleo
blue
Overhauled.
Ky.
Mayfield,
1611
anywhere, if you can find them
Phase $5. Church Street.
Peeples, Service Manager of anywhere else at all. Kesler's
FOR THE Br...b1 L'eal on Office
The Harvey Caldvell Com- Chickery, the Old Reliable; across
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out- from the Shoe Factory in Union
The
at
Butts
'J.
James
See
fitters, Phone 674.
City, Tenn. Telephone TU5-5721.
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
Bring your repair jobs to
Old equipment

OAK TIMBER WANTED
The Fulton News, Thursday, June 9, 1960 WHITE
-We buy white oak standing
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CLASSIFIED ADS
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester'.
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.

FOR PIPELINE MILKERS and
bulk tanks, see Southern States
Fulton Co-Operative, Central Avenue, South Fulton. Phone 399.
When it s

Real Estate in• Fulton

TV ANTENNAS: We installtrade-repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307. P.oper Television

-seeCHARLES W.BURROW

Phone 61
PAINT SALE. For a limited time 309 Walnut
only you can buy Pittsburg's famFarm Loans
ous Sun-Proof house paint for only
Conventional Loans
Pittsyour
See
gallon.
per
$5.98
Spinet Piano Opportunity
burg dealer: the Fulton Paint and
FHA Loans
Glass Company for America's
Responsible Local Party can make
finest house paint. 212 Church -The very best selection of real
real bargain on Quality Spinet
estate for sale at all times I
Street, Phone 909.
Piano. All details arranged without expense or obligation. Write
SAVE MONEY
before we send truck. Credit OfWE RENT - - - Buy Auto Insurance on
fice, Joplin Piano Co., Joplin. Mo.
Our 3-PAY PLAN
Hospital beds
41% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
4167IIIIIIMME111
Baby beds
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Roll-away beds
Charges.
Vacuum Cleaners
Your policy is typed and
3 1-2 Gallon
Floor polishers
-cady for you in a few minPRESSURE
utes, and coverage is effec'lye immediately.
WADE FURN. CO.
SPRAYER

For Every Occasion
greeting

Cards

WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,

.lec Quart
.
'
Pick
em yourself.

Will last through June 17.
Phone OLiver 3-6024. See-

owner and operator.

Rritx "Personalhiee
Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 30-.1

HOUSECLEANING? Call OK
for expert care of all your household articles. Phone 130.

STRAWBERRIES

FLOWERS

HALLMARK

TAIL wags dog: when upright
people must sacrifice to enrich the
less deserving. Buy Man's clothing,
shoes, etc, before the sales tax!
The Edwards Store, Mayfield,
Closed Thursday afternoons.

Fulton

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street

Mitchell and Schwartz

next to Pierce-Cequiu
Lumber Co.

Whf
will

4 miles south of Columbus, Ky. on Route 123.

Phone 345

S ho,
will
11"

SPECIAL!

Wick Smith Agency
CALL 62 - 160

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 103

FREE PARKING!
Junk Batteries

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

Bought
Quickie Seat covers, $5.95

Across From
Coca-Cola Plant

White gas for Sale

Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

Road Service

Wheels Inuanced

Fields Service Station
Phone 9163

West St. Use

Clearance

Weed killer, bug killer, bug
dust, rose dust and fruit tree
spray. See us for your needs.

SOIMIERN STATES
FULTON
COOPERATIVE
Fulton. Kentucky
Phone 399
Central Ave.

SAVE 3% SALES TAX

JUNE SPECIALS

FARM LOANS
Long Terms-Easy Payments

FARM INSURANCE
-- All kincts -- Crops. buildings,

Nice Chifferobe

$17.50

Bedroom Suite

$49.95

Living Room Suites. from

$27.50

KELVINATOR

Odd Bedsteads

$ 7.50

Odd Dressers

$ 7.50

AUTOMATIC WASHER

ii•cl Springs

$ 7.50

REGULARLY

Odd Chairs

$ 9.95

19995

12-inch Fan

$ 2.50

SPECIAL

Attic Fan

$17.50

Nice Hamilton Piano

$50.00

High Back Rockers

$10.95

Sewing Rockers

$ 4.95

Dining Table and 6 Chairs

$24.95

Refrigerators - from
Electric Ranges - from

$49.95

vehicles. etc. -

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor
208 Main St.

INVENTORY

$7.27

Phone

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

GE Wringer Type Washer
9 x 12 Rugs - from ___
Remnants of Rugs % Price.

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD KY.

I

-GILLUM

TRANSFER CO.

Plus A Lot More- On These Close-out Bargains

Refrigerators

- -

'fOUR TRA°1-IN
CAN SE YOUR
PAYMENI
DOWN

- - -

Gas Range

$37.50
$37.50

• 2-cycle--Fully automatic
• Exclusive "Magic Minute" pre-scrubbing
• Economical, no gears to wear-repair
• Top quality at a budget price

NO CASH
NEEDED

-Automatic Dishwashers $149.95

$109.95

Used Refrigerators $49.95, Up

$159.95

NNW

179.95
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$ 5.95

WADrS USED STORE
"Trade with Wade and Save"- Easy Terms
Phone 478
217 Main Street

The
will
real
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10-311wEASY Does It

189.95

-

IN
WASHI WEAR

Just Received ... Hundreds of
Men's Wash 'a Wear Snits
Yes, we've just received hundreds of brand new,
crisp, cool weightless, washable suits in latest
colors, styles. Reg. price $39.50. Yes, we have
Your size ... and the best news is ...
SUITS

I

4

NO DOWN PAYMENT
First Payment Not Due

B.F.Goodrichi

for the price of
plus 1 dollar
AND THE ALTERATIONS ARE FREE
If you choose to buy but one suit ...
now only $22.501

Factory OUTLET Store
FOR MEN AND BOYS
Mayfield, By.
South 6th Street

Until August 1st.
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Charlie Scates Store
112 Lake Street

Fulton

Phone 389
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